Spliceogenic analysis of BRCA1 c.439T>C (rs794727800) variant by High Resolution Melting Analysis.
Correct classification of genomic variants causing potentially aberrant splicing is of utmost importance for patient management, especially in clinically actionable genes such as BRCA1/2. In this article, we report molecular evaluation of the BRCA1 c.439T>C (rs794727800, p.Leu147=) variant based on RNA of a patient suffering with high-grade serous ovarian cancer syndrome, to add new evidence to the only in silico data available for this variant. High Resolution Melting Analysis (HRMA) was used for the first time to investigate the spliceogenicity of a BRCA1 variant. HRMA with Sanger sequencing provided evidence that the c.439C allele does not cause aberrant splicing of the BRCA1 exon 7. In addition, HRMA with Sanger highlighted a different expression of the naturally occurring BRCA1 r.442_444del (c.442_444delCAG, p.Gln148del, at DNA level) isoform between blood and tumor, in this patient. HRMA is an alternative molecular approach to analyze spliceogenic properties of the c.439T>C variant and potentially for all those BRCA1/2 variants affecting splicing sites. These new evidences allowed to classify definitively the c.439T>C variant as benign. Furthermore, the different BRCA1 r.442_444del expression opens the discussion to consider a wider classification criteria for the splicing variants, including molecular evaluation at tissue level, which is an aspect currently scarcely considered in BRCA1/2 variant classification recommendations.